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Reviewer's report:

This article contributes to the on-going discussion of the use of Misoprostol to prevent PPH through a systematic review of published and non published literature around gaps and challenges to its roll out. A first comment for the authors, is that the paper needs a comprehensive editing in English - it appears as if the paper was either written in a rush, or no English review was undertaken. This makes sections of the paper difficult to understand. Related to language, it is suggested to refer to safe abortion where appropriate (see page 4 where the word 'safe' appears to be missing).

The description of the methods is good (despite language issues). The description of the results appears to be within the framework of either Health System Building Blocks or Universal Health Coverage areas for action. However, the article makes no mention of either of these frameworks - nor are the results linked to the Every Woman, Every Child framework, 2030 Agenda or other global commitments around reducing maternal mortality and securing safer motherhood. It is recommended to situate both the need for this systematic review, the significance of the inclusion of misoprostol in the EML as of 2011, as well as the ways that addressing gaps in misoprostol use/roll out can help to fulfill current global agendas (EWEC, SDG, UHC, etc).

While the systematic review is on gaps and barriers, it is difficult to situate and understand the recommendations without having an idea of where, how and with which populations is Misoprostol being effectively rolled out. Including a small section on this would not only enhance the systematic review, but also this summary article.

Finally, the conclusions and recommendations do not address the issues around training of health care workers or the myths/fears about Misoprostol. Do the authors have any recommendations in this area?
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